RRI at a Glance
From Design to Delivery

How to deliver on the Chancellor’s and Board of Trustee’s charge to: “study TCU’s relationship with slavery, racism and the Confederacy”

1. Organize core committee members into 7 Task Forces; each with research questions:
   - Slavery
   - Segregation
   - Voice
   - Confederacy
   - Desegregation
   - Good Neighbor?
   - Repair

2. Activate research Task Force members to access, annotate and analyze archival data

3. Create contact points for continued conversation through monthly Virtual Town Hall Meetings, “Doc Talks” and informal history review sessions

4. Measure the veracity and validity of our research efforts by having our work product undergo a peer review process

5. Consider key recommendations for reconciliation; provide guidance on how to institutionalize continued future efforts

6. Share feedback with diverse stakeholders; make appropriate revisions as we weave together tapestry of 7 different mini-reports

7. Delivery of preliminary, RRI Survey Report on April 21, 2021, otherwise known as Reconciliation Day

FOR MORE INFORMATION:
WWW.TCU.EDU/RRI